Tenants Information and
Repair Handbook
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
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Introduction
This booklet helps you tell us what repairs you need and helps us to get the repair right first time.
Before you phone the repairs team to ask for a repair, please go to the relevant page in this booklet.
The repair officer will turn to the same diagram and ask you some questions to help identify the repair.
For each type of repair, some technical information is given. There are also some drawings at the back of
the booklet to help you report your repair.
This booklet also gives you some useful advice about the repairs service and your responsibilities.

East Riding of Yorkshire Council have made some useful videos for tenants which are available to watch
on YouTube.
Boiler and heating tips for council tenants
What to do in a suspected gas leak at home
Electrical safety tips in the home
Simple preventative tips for condensation in the home

East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s Housing Maintenance Unit welcomes feedback, and we would like to
hear about your repair experience.
Please could you spare a few minutes to complete the anonymous survey by visiting
https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/ReviewWork/
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Security
All East Riding of Yorkshire Council employees carry official identity badges that includes their photograph.
You are strongly advised to ask to see such a badge before allowing anyone claiming to be from the
council into your home.
Sometime work is carried out by contractors employed by the council. They will also have identity
badges, and will be able to produce works orders and other documents to show that they are working on
our behalf. (Do not accept photocopies.)
They should also be able to give you the name and phone number of a council officer you can contact to
check that they are genuine.

To confirm the details on an ID badge please telephone 01482 393939.
If you are in any doubt do not allow anyone access to your home without checking their details.

About our visit







It is the tenants responsibility to move any furniture/household goods or electrical items etc prior
to any work being carried out.
If you are unable to move the furniture by yourself and the workman is in agreement to move it for
you, you will need to sign a disclaimer before any work can be carried out.
If children or animals are in the property, make sure you make every attempt to keep them away
from any work areas and that they are kept under control whilst the work is carried out.
If the works involve work inside the kitchen units, please make sure the units are cleared prior to
the appointment.
Make sure someone 18 years of age or over is present at the property during the work period.
Make sure all permissions are granted to enter the property or gardens for works to be completed,
it is the tenants responsibility to make sure the property or gardens are secure when the work has
been completed.
We would appreciate, if you are a smoker, that you refrain from
smoking or vaping whilst we carry out works to your property.
Operatives have the right to remove themselves from areas where
there is excessive smoke.
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Your involvement
Tenant involvement is an integral part of the housing service we offer to tenants and leaseholders. We
have a specialist team dedicated to the encouragement and support of tenants who wish to get involved.
This has helped ensure numbers of tenants actively involved has continued to rise over the years.
They achieve this by:


Having current and up to date information in the tenants newsletter;



Putting a tenant participation structure in place;



Making suitable training available to any tenant who wishes to get more involved to enable them to
participate fully;



Providing grants to associations to be able to operate effectively;



Paying certain expenses to enable all tenants to get involved;



Ensuring tenants are at the heart of the decision making process;



Listening to tenants’ views and acting upon them wherever possible;



Carrying out welcome visits to new tenants.

If you feel you want to get involved you can find out more information about the scheme at
https://www.eastriding.gov.uk/housing/council-tenants/tenantparticipation/ or you can email the team at
tenant.participation@eastriding.gov.uk

‘Tenants as inspectors’
The council’s housing service team has embarked on a joint project with tenants which will assist them to
continually audit the housing service. The project, called ‘Tenants as inspectors’, will allow tenant
representatives to test the various processes of the service by visiting repair depots, carrying out joint
visits with repairs staff on inspections, and inspecting vacant properties.
The first part of the project will be concentrating on empty properties—inspecting properties before they
are re-let.
Future inspections may include:


Carrying out re-let inspections with repair staff;



Understanding the cycle of a responsive repair;



Understanding how and why outside contractors are used;



Accompanying repair inspection visits;



Being part of a focus group;



Reporting findings to the East Riding Tenants Forum.

Volunteers are always welcome, so if this sound like the sort of thing that may interest you and you are
prepared to give up some free time, then contact the housing service team.
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Tenant scrutiny
This is a panel of tenant representatives that was set up to review policies, procedures and practices to
ensure they provide the best level of service to the tenant. So far the panel has reviewed the way
repair complaints have been dealt with and also reviewed this booklet. Future reviews will include
housing management standard letters, ground maintenance and tenant information pack.
‘There are opportunities for you to help improve the service you receive.’
For more information relating to tenant involvement, starting up a group or the ‘Tenants as Inspectors’
programme contact us at tenant.participation@eastriding.gov.uk or by calling 01482 396151.

Emergency repairs
We operate a ‘make safe’ service for out-of-hours emergencies. This service should only be contacted to
report repairs that are emergencies.
If you need to report an emergency repair out of office hours for yourself or someone else please
telephone 01482 393939.
Please make sure you know the name, address and telephone number of the tenant, and give as much
detail as possible about the problem.
This service is only available for council tenants and council leaseholders (where the property was
originally bought from us under the Right to Buy scheme).
Please note: the emergency repair service is only available to council leaseholders (where the property
was originally bought from us under the Right to Buy scheme) for repairs that are the council’s
responsibility, and if you call the service for any other reason you will be charged.
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Repairs
East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s repairs service is a large operation. We undertake over 40,000
responsive jobs a year, as well as carrying out planned and capital works.
By listening to your comments we are steadily improving the service:


You can now make appointments for most repairs;



Response times are much shorter.

With your help, this booklet will make the repair service even better. You can use it to get the
information required to order the exact repair you need, first time and without any specialist
knowledge of building construction.
If we get all the information we need when you request your repair then we won’t have to waste your
time coming out to get the details, take measurements or check for the right repairs part, unless we
really need to.

Requesting a repair
Before you request a repair you should check page 10 of this handbook to make sure the repair is not
on the list of items that are the tenants responsibility.
The quickest and easiest way to report many repairs is using our online form but you can also call
01482 393939 or visit your local customer service centre.
When you request a repair you will be asked to provide details about the problem in order for the
works to be organised.
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Appointments
When reporting a repair, all you have to do is ask for an appointment to be made. You will be allocated
the next available slot, or have a convenient date agreed with you. If the fault you have reported
requires an inspection by a maintenance officer, then you will be able to make an appointment at a time
convenient to you.
Your repair appointment can be made for the morning or afternoon, all day appointment or to avoid the
school run. It is not possible to give a specific time.
We will send you a text message reminder for any appointments made with our reactive work teams,
although we do use sub-contractors who will contact you direct to make an appointment for specialist
work. If for some reason you cannot keep an appointment, please contact the housing repairs team on
01482 393939 to re-arrange as soon as you can.

Time/date of appointment

Reason for visit
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Important equipment locations
Sometimes we will ask you where things like stopcocks and fuse boxes are in your home. Make a note
of the locations of the items listed below or print off this page, fill it in and keep it somewhere handy.

Item

Location in house

Stopcock
Fuse box
Gas tap
Trip switch
Boiler make/model
Water tank

Home insurance
You do not need buildings insurance for your council home, as we insure the building as the owner,
however, we strongly advise all our tenants to take out home contents insurance which is appropriate to
their needs.
If you do not have contents insurance and you have a flood, fire or burglary for example, you will be
responsible for meeting the cost of replacing all your belongings and furnishings.
We have negotiated a voluntary home contents insurance policy for our tenants which is available direct
from RSA (Royal & Sun Alliance). There are, of course, many other companies offering home contents
insurance and you are free to make your own arrangements to insure the contents of your home.
More information and an application form can be found by visiting https://www.eastriding.gov.uk/housing/
council-tenants/homeinsurance/
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Who’s responsibility?
Our repair obligations:
East Riding of Yorkshire Council is responsible for repairing and maintaining:


The structure of your home, its fixtures and fittings such as kitchen units;



Common parts such as staircases;



Gas, electricity, water services and sanitation including wash hand basins, sinks, baths and toilets;



Heating and water equipment if they have been installed with our approval;



External decoration.

These repairs are free, but if you cause the damage or neglect your obligations , we may carry out repairs
in these circumstances if we wish but you will be liable to pay us the cost of such repair plus added
administration costs.

Your repair obligations
You are expected to repair your fittings, other than approved heating systems. You are also responsible
for carrying out the following types of repairs:


Deliberate damage;



Any fitting not installed by the council , such as cookers, fridges, showers, window blinds and
window locks;



Stiff doors—unless they stop the doors opening or closing;



Replacing lost keys and changing locks, if it is needed;



Draught proofing;



Hairline cracks in plasterwork;



Replacement of batteries in battery operated smoke detectors;



Damaged clothes posts;



Broken glass/windows;



Trimming of doors after tenants own carpets/flooring have been fitted.

You are responsible for decorating the inside of your home.

For further information please refer to your ‘Tenancy Agreement’.
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Response times
East Riding of Yorkshire Council is required to undertake repairs within certain response times. Repairs
reported during normal office hours—8am to 5pm Monday to Thursday and Friday 8am to 4:30pm—will
be given one of these categories:
Category

Completed within

Examples

A

24 hours

Total loss of electricity

B

3 workings days

Faulty kitchen light

C

14 working days

Faulty extractor fan

D

56 working days

Renew internal door

Pre-inspections
Some repairs will need to be inspected by a housing maintenance officer before they can be authorised.
This will be explained to you when you report your repair and followed by a suitable appointment being
made.

Appointments for repairs
You will, in most cases, be offered an appointment when you report a repair.
The appointment slots available to you are as follows:


AM: 8am—12:30pm



PM: 12 noon—4:30pm



All day: 8am—4:30pm



Avoid school run: 9:30am—2:30pm
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Problems with gas
Gas problems can range from pilot lights that won’t stay alight to gas escapes. If your pilot light has gone
out, look for the re-lighting instructions printed on the appliance. If you can’t do it, report your repair and
give the type of appliance and, if possible, the make and model number. It may be that the appliance
doesn’t have a pilot light and has electronic ignition and if it can’t be reset using the appliance instructions
please report the repair.

Gas appliances and servicing
In accordance with the gas safety regulations we are obliged to service all council owned gas appliances on
an annual basis. This work is normally done on or around the anniversary of the last service. We also
check properties where tenants have installed their own appliance.
If you have a council owned gas appliance or have fitted your own gas appliance please contact us
immediately if they have not been serviced in the last 12 months. We will send you a letter approximately
two weeks before we are servicing in you area, informing you which contractor has been allocated the
work and their contact details.
Please phone the contractor direct to book an appointment if required. If you have any problems getting
in touch with the contactor please ring 01482 395833.

Gas escapes
Gas escapes are very serious and must get immediate attention.
If you smell gas follow these simple steps:
DON’T


Don’t’ smoke



Don’t use naked flames such as matches



Don’t turn electric switches on or off as they can spark and ignite gas in the air

DO


Do turn off the gas supply at the meter



Do open doors and windows to let gas out



Do call Northern Gas Network on 0800 111 999 and report a gas escape immediately



Do ring the housing maintenance department 01482 393939
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Protect your pipes from frost
If you go away from home during cold weather, protect your pipes from frost damage by turning off the
water at the stopcock and turning on all the taps until they’re dry.
Make sure that your pipes and tank are well lagged. This will also make your heating more efficient and
help to reduce your fuel bills.

Dealing with burst or frozen pipes
You can cut down the damage caused by burst pipes if you act quickly.


Turn off the water at the stopcock.



Switch off the electricity at the mains. Water can cause fire if it reaches sockets, switches or
light fittings.



Switch off the central heating system. If the central heating system comes on whilst there is
no water to heat up it may damage the boiler.



Do not switch on your immersion heater or water heater. Damage can be caused if there
is no water to heat up.



Drain down the water tank by turning on all the taps in the house. This will get rid of all
the water left in the pipes after you have turned off the stopcock.

Remember to collect enough cold water for drinking, cooking and flushing the toilet.
Treat frozen pipes as if they are burst. As soon as the pipes thaw out, turn the taps off then turn back on
the stopcock and central heating.
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Smoke detectors
If you have a smoke detector it is important that you look after it by carrying out the following:



Clean your smoke alarm regularly. Vacuum the dust off the smoke alarm at least once a year.



Always test the detector weekly. Test your detector by pushing in the detector button until
the horn sounds. If you are elderly or disabled ask a relative, friend or neighbour to do it for you.



Renew the battery when required. The battery should last for at least one year. When the
battery is running low the alarm will sound intermittently. You must replace the battery yourself
but if you are elderly or disabled ask your housing team for help.



Ensure your detector is maintained. Look after and test your smoke detector. It will give you
and your family precious seconds to escape serious injury or even death.

Remember, in a fire every second counts.

If the smoke detector sounds a loud continuous sound and you have not pushed the test button, the
detector has sensed smoke in the air. The alarm is warning you of a possible serious situation which
needs immediate attention.

It is your responsibility to provide a smoke detector. However if you have a “hard-wired” mains
operated smoke detector fitted by the housing maintenance unit, we will repair and replace them when
reported faulty to the repairs team.
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A guide to water hygiene for tenants
East Riding of Yorkshire Council aims to meet the highest standard of water hygiene in our properties.
This guide explains our responsibilities as a housing provider and your responsibilities as a tenant.
The risk to your health is extremely low, and this information is intended only as a reference.
Why water hygiene is important
Although the risk is very low, there is a chance that legionella bacteria can develop in stagnant or stored
water. Legionella causes the serious lung infection Legionnaires’ disease. Symptoms of this are a high fever, muscle pain and chills, and sometimes a persistent cough, chest pains and breathing difficulties. Anyone can become infected with Legionnaires’ disease, but some people are at increased risk:


People aged over 50



Those with a respiratory disease or other illness



People with conditions such as cancer, diabetes or kidney disease



Alcoholics, smokers, and those with an impaired immune system.

Need to know more about Legionnaires’ disease?
The NHS website has more information: https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/legionnaires-disease/
Water hygiene in your property
Our responsibilities

We are committed to looking after the health of our residents, and will be visiting a sample of properties
to complete a water hygiene risk assessment and any necessary works. If we intend to visit your home
we will contact you in due course.
We use qualified surveyors and consultants to assess the risks and identify any works required to reduce
the likelihood of bacteria living in your water systems.
Tenant’s responsibilities
To keep your home’s water supply clean and healthy, please ensure you follow these simple steps. If you
have been away from your property for a week or more:


Hot & Cold Taps – run them for 3-5 minutes before use.



Shower – flush this safely and without creating water droplets by placing the shower head in a plastic
carrier bag, filling the bag with water then gently pouring the water away



Toilet – flush twice to circulate fresh water through the system, ensuring the toilet seat lid is down. If
you have a Clos-o-mat bidet-toilet you should switch it off at the wall if you intend to be away from
the property for a week or more so warm water is not left standing in the cistern.

In addition:


Clean shower/spray taps of scale and debris every three to six months, or earlier if scaling is evident



If you have a spa bath, clean as per the manufacturer’s instructions



If you have an electric hot-water tank, it is advised that you fully heat the water to 60˚c at least two
to three times per week.
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Planned and capital works
These works are carried out to improve the structure and thermal performance of houses, together with
improving the general appearance. These works help towards meeting central government guidelines for
reducing carbon emissions and meeting the ‘decent homes standard’.
Please note that properties are identified for refurbishment by means of stock condition surveys. Typical
works carried out are:


Affordable Warmth. Complete renewal of inefficient, partial or obsolete heating systems.



Re-roofing. Full re-roofing of houses and flats including the renewal of fascias, soffits and rainwater
goods.



External painting. Full redecoration of woodwork and previously painted masonry on houses
and flats.



Window replacement. Renewal of existing timber, steel and single glazed PVC-U windows with
double glazed windows to current building regulations. Consultants are currently employed to
organise and supervise these works.



Communal door replacement. Renewal of existing communal entrance doors to flats, with
new aluminium doors.



Cavity wall and loft insulation. Checking of existing levels of loft insulation and topping up to
the required levels. Checking and installation of cavity wall insulation.



Disabled adaptations. Provision of access ramps, handrails, level access etc. Showers/bathrooms
and accessible kitchens. Major extension to increase living area, bathrooms etc. Please make
requests for disabled adaptations to customer services on 01482 393939.



External upgrading. Upgrading of non-traditional types of housing including timber framed and
concrete framed houses to provide better thermal and structural performance.



Doors, kitchen and bathroom replacements. Renewal of existing doors, kitchens and
bathrooms to meet ‘decent homes standards’.

Should your home be included in any of these programmes you will be consulted by either a surveyor or
engineer who will visit prior to the work starting to discuss in detail:


When the work will start;



What exactly will be done and what to expect on completion;



What arrangements can be made to minimise disruption to you;



Names and contact numbers of project officers and contractors;



Access arrangements.
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Electrical testing

The council has a duty of care to test and inspect the fixed electrical wiring to your home. The frequency
of this is usually dependant on the age and condition of the wiring and type of accessories in the dwelling.
East Riding of Yorkshire Council has made a commitment to carry out these works on a five year rolling
programme. We therefore will be inspecting your wiring within this period.
The nominated contractor will send you a letter approximately two weeks before they are due to be
inspecting in your area.

Solid fuel / air source / bio-mass / oil servicing
The council has a duty of care to service all council owned solid fuel appliances on an annual basis. This
includes sweeping the chimneys/flues of these appliances. The work is normally done on or around the
anniversary of the last service. Bio-mass appliances will require two visits per year. We also check
properties where tenants have installed their own appliances.
If you have either a council owned appliance or have fitted your own and it has not been serviced in the
last 12 months, please contact us immediately on 01482 395833 to arrange an appointment.

Please note: dependant on use, it is recommended that chimneys / flues should be swept between the
council’s annual service. This is the tenants’ responsibility.

For further information please refer to your ‘Tenancy Agreement’.
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Communal areas
Flat Entrance Doors
Individual flat front entrance doors provide a key line of defence in fire safety, as they form part of a
compartment between the flat and the communal areas which provide means of escape for other
residents in the building.
Tenants will not be permitted to change or alter the flat entrance door to their flat that opens on to any
communal area, unless it is replaced with a certified fire door set, supplied, manufactured and installed by
a competent contractor approved by ERYC.
Flat entrance doors, frames and door furniture (known as a ‘door set’), including closers, are to be a
minimum of 30 minutes fire resisting with intumescent strips and cold smoke seals (FD30s).
Door closers should not be removed and any work to adjust or replace items must be carried out by
ERYC competent contractor.
Under no circumstance should you add anything to the door e.g. Blinds, letter box cages etc.. Which need
to be fixed by altering/penetrating the surface of the door set.
Communal Cupboards and Store Rooms
No items will be stored in cupboards where there is an electricity supply. Where there is no electricity
supply, none combustible items may be stored, Housing Officers will take action to ensure items are removed from cupboards where storage is not allowed.
Housekeeping
Effective housekeeping is an important part of fire safety management. All tenants are responsible for
minimising the risk of fire starting by ensuring that:


Fire routes are clear



Waste is disposed of



Unauthorised items are not brought onto the premises



Appropriate housekeeping is maintained



Storage of chemicals and gases is minimised



Ignition sources from electrical systems or work equipment are well managed



Hot work activities are risk assessed and adequately controlled to minimise risk of fire.

Mobility Scooters – Storage and Charging
It would normally be expected that tenants who own mobility scooters, store these within their own
property or within designated storage areas. Where such storage cannot be facilitated, a solution should
be sought from the Housing Officer, however storage must meet the following conditions:


It should not obstruct the means of escape



Any flammable articles and substances (including oxygen) are removed
Charging is not undertaken (battery charged in tenants flat) unless specific provisions are provided
by the council
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Repairs information
Baths
Damaged sealant between the bath and the splashback / tiles will need attention to prevent water seeping
through.

Leaks will be noticeable from the:
Overflow—if the bath is overfilled;
Waste pipe—when the bath is emptied;
Supply pipes—at all times.

Please tell us:


If there is a leak, which pipe is it on?



If the leak is on the water supply pipe (the pipe going into the tap) is it on the hot or cold one?



If there is a problem with an overflow pipe, where does it discharge, the front, rear or side of your
home?



If the bath panel is damaged, what colour is it and what is it made of?



Has the leak caused any damage to your home?
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Cupboards
For ease of reference we have shown typical units. There are various styles and sizes, such as tall larder
cupboards, but they nearly all share the same parts shown here.

Please tell us:


Which item needs repairing?



Which room is the unit or cupboard in?



In your opinion, does the item need repairing or renewing?



What colour is the broken part?



If the handles are broken, what type are they?



How did the damage occur?
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Condensation
Condensation is the water produced when warm moist air comes into contact with a colder surface. This
is more common in the winter as the air in your home is much warmer than the air outside.
Three main ways of tackling condensation
Stop moisture building up







Wipe down surfaces where moisture settles.
Cover pans when cooking.
Dry clothes outside where possible.
Close the kitchen & bathroom doors, when these rooms are in use, even if these rooms have an
extractor fan.
Ensure tumble driers are vented to the outside.
Avoid using paraffin or flue-less bottled gas heaters.

Ventilate or air your home







When cooking/washing, in your kitchen or bathing/showering in your bathroom, open windows or
use extractors and ensure the doors are shut.
First thing in the morning, open a couple of windows for about 15 mins, to allow fresh air into the
property.
Where drying clothes inside is necessary, do so in a small room with windows open.
Ensure air vents are not blocked.
Ventilate cupboards, wardrobes and chimneys, try not to fill cupboards and under your bed too full.
Do not place furniture directly against the wall, allow space, as this will stop the air circulating and
will encourage mould growth?

Keeping your home warm





When the weather is cold or wet, try to keep low background heat on all day, with some
background ventilation.
Mould cannot form when the temperature is above 16.5 c, when the whole house is warmer
condensation is less likely to form.
Has your home had cavity wall insulation?
Do you have insulation in your loft?

If you do not have wall or loft insulation call us on 01482 393939
What to do if your home already has mould





Do not disturb mould by brushing or vacuum cleaning. This can increase the risk of respiratory
problems.
Treat any mould you may already have in your home, then reduce the levels of condensation, which
in turn will restrict new mould growth.
Mould is a living organism and needs to be killed to eradicate it. To do this, wipe down affected
areas with fungicidal wash, making sure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions.
After treatment, redecorate using a good quality fungicidal paint to prevent mould recurring.
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Doors

Please tell us:


Which door is affected?



Was the damage the result of a forced entry or break-in? If so have you reported it to the police?



If the door will not close properly has it been recently been painted or does it show signs of
warping?



Is there any damage to the frame, locks, handles or hinges?



If there is a glazed panel on the door in the door that is broken, what type of glass is it and how was
it broken?
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Drains
The vent pipe is the continuation
of the soil stack above the roof.

Baths, sinks and wash basins have
waste traps which can become
blocked. With some traps, such as a
bottle trap (see sinks and wash
basins, page 36) it may be possible to
unscrew the cap and clean them.

Toilets will discharge direct into a
soil pipe.

Gulley

Occasionally inspection chambers get
blocked. Usually these can be inspected by
lifting the cover.
To public sewer or septic tank.

Sinks, baths, basins, toilets, waste pipes, gullies and drains must be kept free of obstructions.
Please tell us:


Do you have a problem with soiled or waste water backing up?



Is the waste pipe to your basin, kitchen sink or bath blocked? If so have you tried to clear the
blockage?



Is there any flooding from a manhole near your home?



Are your neighbours affected?
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Electrical fittings

Please remember that care should always be taken with electrical equipment and fittings.
Problems such as flickering lights and over heating sockets should be reported without
delay.

Please tell us:


What is the nature of the problem (e.g. sockets and or lights not working, lights flickering, broken
switch etc)?



Have you, in the case of light failure, checked the bulb?



Does the problem affect one room, if so, which one?



Were you using a particular appliance at the time of the power failure and, if so, have you checked
the plug fuse?
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Fences and gates

Please tell us:


If a latch or lock is broken, can you describe it?



If your fence is broken, what type is it and where is it?



Is there any danger to passers-by, or other type of risk, as a result of the broken fence?
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Gutters and rainwater pipes

1.

The downpipe may lead into a hopperhead which
is a possible point of blockage by leaves.

2.

This small section of the gutter is the running
outlet. It may be blocked with leaves.

3.

Each section of the gutter is supported by gutter
brackets which may be broken or not securing
the gutter properly.

4.

Rainwater pipes can leak at seals and joints,
particularly on a gutter angle (this is an external
gutter angle).

5.

Downpipes are secured to the wall by pipe clips
which may need attention.

6.

The shoe of the downpipe discharges rainwater
into a gulley where leaves and other debris may
also cause blockages.

As a result of adverse weather conditions you may experience frozen or damaged gutters on your
property. Whilst the severe weather persists it is unlikely that we will be able to carry out any immediate
repair work to your guttering for health and safety reasons.
In the meantime please take care when entering or exiting your property, and try and avoid parking
vehicles directly under guttering.
Unless it is urgent please wait until the weather improves in your area before you report the repair.

Please tell us:


Is the gutter blocked? If so, can you see where?



At what level are the gutters?



Do you know what the damaged part is made of?



Is there a leak in either the gutter or the rainwater pipe? If so, where is it (e.g. on a joint)?



Is the gutter broken, how many sections are damaged?
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Heating systems
If radiators are not heating up sufficiently it might be
because air is trapped in them and, unless you have a
combination boiler, you should try to bleed them.
This is done easily with a radiator key. Be sure not
to open the valve more than necessary to let the air
out. When the hissing noise stops and water appears
the radiator is free of air. This must be done with
your heating pump switched off.

Please tell us:
If you have a problem with central heating


What type of fuel does the system use ie gas, electricity or solid fuel?



Is the loss of heating confined to one room or is the whole system not working?



Have you tried to bleed the radiators?



Does your heating system provide hot water and if so are you without both services?



Have you checked the thermostat, timer and programmer?

With all heating problems


What make and model of the equipment causing the problem?



Have you any alternative means of heating or providing hot water?
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Fault finding—Ideal Isar boiler
As installed from 2001—2009
East Riding of Yorkshire Council only installs Ideal high efficiency boilers in their properties. We ask that
you use the following guides so you can either rectify the problem or assist us when reporting the fault.

Common faults and easy solutions
My boiler is not working and is displaying fault code H:n
This fault is an installation problem; please report as a repair.
My boiler is not working and is displaying fault code H:E
Check if the boiler will reset by switching off the boiler and switching back on. If not, report as a repair.
My boiler is trying to light and is displaying fault code L:F
Check if the boiler will reset—press the reset button on user control for 2 seconds and then release.
Have you got a pre-payment card type meter? If so is the gas meter in credit? (ie does the gas cooker or
fire work?) If the meter is not in credit then purchase more gas. If this does not work then report as a
repair.
My boiler will not work and the display is showing only a red dash
Check if the boiler will reset by switching off the boiler and switching back on. If this does not work
please report as a repair.
My boiler will not work and displaying fault code H:4

Check if the boiler will reset by switching off the boiler and switching back on. If this does not work,
report as a repair.
My boiler is trying to light and is displaying fault code L:A
Check if the boiler will reset—press in reset button on user control for 2 seconds and then release.
Check that all radiators are turned on. If this does not work report as a repair.
My boiler will not work and is displaying fault code L:8
Check if the boiler will reset—press in reset button on user control for 2 seconds and then release. If
the boiler does not reset, report as a repair.
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My boiler will not work and is displaying fault code L:E

Check if the boiler will reset—press in reset button on user control for 2 seconds and then release. If
the boiler does not reset, report as a repair.
My boiler is coming on for domestic hot water displaying ‘d’ when no hot water tap is
running.
Check that no hot taps have been left on or are dripping before reporting as a repair.
No central heating but domestic hot water is available.
If displaying code H:I check if the boiler will reset by turning off the mains electricity to the boiler and
powering back up. If boiler does not reset report as a repair.
If the boiler is not displaying H:I, check the time clock is in an ON position and turn up the room
thermostat to check the central heating comes on. The boiler should display ‘c’ and a green neon light
should be lit. If the central heating still does not work report as a repair.
No domestic hot water but central heating available—displaying code H:3 or H:2
Check if the boiler will reset—press in reset button on user control for 2 seconds and then release. If
the boiler does not reset, report as a repair.
My boiler will not fire—displaying fault code H:9 or L:9
H:9 Check if the boiler will reset by switching off the boiler and switching it back on again.
L:9 Check if the boiler will reset—press in reset button on user control for 2 seconds and then release.
If the boiler does not reset, report as a repair.
My boiler will not fire and is displaying fault code H:A
Check if the boiler will reset by switching off the boiler and switching it back on again. Check radiator
valves are open. If this does not work then report as a repair.
My boiler is displaying fault code H:b
This denotes a fault with the reset button on the user control. Check if the button is stuck or jammed, if
not report as a repair.
My boiler will not fire and is displaying fault code L:E along with a loud ticking noise
Check if the boiler will reset—press in reset button on user control for 2 seconds and then release. If
the boiler does not reset, report as a repair.
Please be aware that your combination boiler will not operate correctly if any hot water
taps are left dripping.
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Fault Finding—Ideal Logic boiler
As installed from 2009 onwards

Boiler controls

A:

Pre-heat on/off

D: Off/summer/winter/reset control

B:

DHW temperature control

E:

Boiler status

C:

CH temperature control

F:

Burner ‘on’ indicator

Display code on boiler

Solution

F

6

Reset the appliance. If the boiler fails to operate report as a repair.

F

7

Please report as a repair.

F

9

Please report as a repair.

F

0

Reset the appliance. If the boiler fails to operate report as a repair.

L

5

Turn off the power at the fused spur. If the boiler fails to operate report as a
repair.

L

6

Reset the appliance. If the boiler fails to operate report as a repair.

C

2

If the boiler fails to operate report as a repair.

F

1

Check the system pressure is between 1 and 1.5 bar on the pressure gauge.

L

1

If the boiler fails to operate report as a repair.

L

3

F

2

Check other gas appliances in the house are working to confirm a supply is
present in the property.

L

2

If other appliances do not work, or there are no other appliances, check the
gas supply is on at the meter and/or the pre-payment meter has credit. If the
boiler fails to operate report as a repair.

F

3

Reset the appliance. If the boiler fails to operate report as a repair.

F

4

Reset the appliance. If the boiler fails to operate report as a repair.

F

5

Reset the appliance. If the boiler fails to operate report as a repair.
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Topping up the pressure on the Ideal Logic C30





When topping up
pressure set mode
dial to boiler off.
After pressure is set
to between 1 – 1.5
Bar move dial back
to restart and
release.









(0) - Boiler on standby.
Blue light burner lit
(d) - Hot water demand.
(c) – Central heating demand.
(F1) - Low pressure.
(F2) – No gas.
All other codes require a
repair.

This is the most recent Logic model to top up

Turn this blue tap in-line with the valve so it
points forward.

Turn this blue tap in-line with the valve so it
points forward slowly while watching the pressure rise on the gauge.

Turn both blue taps back to face across valve as
shown in picture when pressure between 1-1.5
Bar

This is the older type Logic model to top up

Turn this black tap in-line with the valve so it
points forward.

Turn this blue tap in-line with the valve so it
points forward slowly while watching the pressure rise on the gauge.

Turn both taps back to face across valve as
shown in picture when pressure between 1-1.5
Bar
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Simple guide for AS1
Programmable room stat

Set clock/date
1

Press 3 & 6 together

2

Press 3

3

Press 3

4

Alter time using 4 & 5, after each (min, hour, date, year) press 3

5

When complete press 6, then 3 & 6 together.

Set temperature
6
Press warm/cool button. Warm displayed on the screen, set to desired temperature using 4 & 5
(21oC). Cool displayed on the screen, set to desired temp using 4 & 5 (7oC). If cool does not go to
7oC this means the standby temperature is too high. Change this by pressing 3 and alter using 4 & 5
to 7oC or lower.
7

The temperature is now set, you can adjust it by 2oC up or down by using 1 & 2.

Set programme
1
There are five pre-set programmes. To set these press 3 & 6 together, press 6, press 3 then select
which programme you require using 4 & 5.
2

Pre-set programmes
1

Mon to Sun on at 6am off at 10pm

2

Mon to Sun on at 6am off at 8am, on at 5pm off at 10:30pm

3
4

Mon to Sun on at 6am off at 8am, on at 11:30am off at 1:30pm, on at 5pm off at 10:30pm
Mon to Fri on at 6am off at 8am, on at 11:30am off at 1:30pm, on at 5pm off at 10:30pm, Sat
and Sun on at 7am off at 10pm

5

Mon to Fri on at 6am off at 8am, on at 5pm off at 10:30pm, Sat and Sun on at 7am off at 10pm

6

User’s own, follow the steps below after the first stage.
Press 3, you will see Mon at top screen and warm in screen. This is the time it will come on.
Set to desired time using 4 & 5. Press 3, you will see cool now on the screen. This is the time
to go off. Set desired time using 4 & 5. This can be done to come on and off three times a
day. If only required for one on and off set all to the same times. If the same times are
required for each day, press 3 until set appears, press 4 and press 3 continuously until set
appears, press 4 then 3 again. Repeat this until all days on top of screen have been done.
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How to use your central heating time clock
Red On

24hr Clock
Blue

Programme No.

Move to on/off

Programme selector

Correct time

Hold and turn to move clock


Set the clock by moving the dial clockwise to correct time of day on 24hr clock.



24hr denotes heating on constantly.



All day denotes the heating is on from the tine set at red 1 to the time set at blue 4.



Twice denotes the heating is set to come on twice a day.



To set your central heating clock to come on twice a day and go off twice a day, move the
programme selector to twice. Move the red and blue digits by sliding them around the clock to the
times required. Red on and blue off.



For all programmes the room stat needs to be set higher than the room temperature for the
heating to come on.
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TP—One user guide
Menu
On

Temp up

Stand by

Boiler on



Select Menu
Select click and save
Select off
Select OK
Select down arrow
Select heating
Select manual or schedule
Select OK


















Select menu
Select up or down navigation
Go to temperature
Select OK
AM will appear
Select up or down navigation for temperature setting
Select right navigation
PM will appear
Select up or down navigation for temperature setting
Select right navigation
Away will appear
Select up or down navigation for temperature setting
Select right navigation
Asleep will appear
Select up or down navigation for temperature setting
Select OK then back button to main screen

Setting the schedule

Setting the date and time

Select menu
Select up or down navigation
Select schedule
Select OK
Select heating
Select OK
Select weekdays or week ends
Select OK
Select home periods 1—3
Select OK
Set times
Select OK then back button to main screen
* Select Heating Mode in Menu Settings if you want
to change to a manual mode room stat













Temp down

Setting the temperature

Setting up checks








Return
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Select menu
Select up or down navigation
Select user
Select OK
Select set date
Set date using up/down and across
Select OK
Navigate down
Select OK
Select set time
Set time using up/down and across
Select OK then back button to main screen
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Alternative heating systems
The council has an ongoing programme to upgrade central heating systems as part of its Affordable
Warmth budget. Where possible the preference is to install gas boilers with radiators as this has proved
overall to be the most cost-effective solution. A number of areas of the East Riding are not connected
to the gas network and here we have looked at different energy supplies. In the past, for ease of
operation and installation, these would have been either solid fuel of electric systems but neither of
these are ideal, particularly for elderly or disabled residents.
We have therefore explored alternatives and installed ground and air source heat pumps in a number of
properties. This is relatively new technology but has the advantage of being easy to install, cheap to run
and is very energy efficient.

From a residents viewpoint this new technology is easy to control and provides heat through a ‘wet’
radiator system which many people prefer. We have only rolled out the use of this new technology
having reviewed its benefits elsewhere and having piloted it in a small number of properties within our
own stock.
In energy efficiency terms air source heat pumps can achieve up to 350% efficiency, which in real terms is
comparable with a high efficiency condensing gas boiler which is approximately 91% efficient.

Energy saving tips
1

18—21oC is the ideal temperature for a living room.

2

Close your curtains or blinds at dusk to stop heat escaping through the windows and check for
draughts around windows and doors.

3

Always turn off the lights when you leave a room.

4

Don’t leave appliances on standby and remember not to leave laptops and mobiles on charge
unnecessarily.

5

If possible, fill up the washing machine, tumble dryer or dishwasher: one full load uses less energy
than two half loads.

6

Only boil as much water as you need (remember to cover the element if using an electric kettle).

7

A dripping hot tap wastes energy and in one week enough hot water to fill half a bath, make sure
they are fully turned off.

8

Use energy saving light bulbs. They last up to 10 times longer and use a quarter of the electricity.

9

Showers use much less energy than taking a bath.

10

Ask about the ‘energy rating’ when buying new appliances.
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Locks

The striking plate, or keep, should
be fixed to the door frame.
If the lock is sticking you should try
oiling it through the keyhole.
If you have lost your key we may be
able to gain entry and change part of
the lock.
RIM LOCK

RIM DEADLOCK

Locking strip
mechanism

COMPOSITE DOOR LOCK
Please tell us:


Which lock is affected and is there a second lock to open the door?



Do you know what type of lock it is?



Have you lost your keys? If so, was your name and address attached and have you reported it to
the police?



Has the door been forced open?



If the lock needs refixing, what is the door made of—wood, metal or PVC-U?



Have you any other security issues?
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Roofs
Your roof may be pitched (1), like
those illustrated in the drawing below,
or flat (2).
The roof covering will either be tiles or
slates, some of which may be loose or
missing.
Ridge tiles (3)

Hip tiles (4)

If you have a chimney you
may be able to see obvious
problems with it, such as
damage to a chimney pot.

Please tell us:


Is your roof pitched or flat?



How many storeys high is the roof?



Are any tiles or slates missing, if so how many?



Is water coming through your ceiling? If so where exactly is it occurring and is it coming through all
the time or just when it rains?



Does anyone live above you? If so do you know if they are usually in during the day?



Are your electrics affected? If they are switch the power off at the mains as soon as possible.
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Sinks and wash hand basins

Various problems can occur with
taps (e.g. a slow drip indicating
the possible need for a new washer).

All wash basins are fitted with a
trap. Many have a bottle trap
like this one, which can be
unscrewed and easily cleaned if a
blockage occurs.
To clean a bottle trap, unscrew the base cap by hand and clean it out. Before unscrewing it, make sure
both taps are off and a bucket, or similar, is placed underneath to catch water and debris. When replacing the cap make sure it is tightly fitted.
Isolation valve (Ballofix valve)

Open

Flow of water

Closed
An isolation (Ballofix valve) may be fitted on any pipe leading to a tap or WC, the flow direction of water
is indicated by an arrow. Closing this valve will stop water flowing to this outlet, this will leave the water
still flowing at all other taps or WCs.
Please tell us:


Is the problem with the kitchen sink or wash hand basin in the toilet or bathroom?



What is the nature of the problem, a crack, blockage or leak etc?



If the leak is on the water supply pipe (the pipe going to the tap) is it on the hot or cold one?



If the sink or basin is blocked have you tried to clear it?
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Tanks and cisterns

You can take temporary action whilst
waiting for your overflow to be repaired
by tying the float in the ‘up’ position, thus
closing the ballvalve. This will shut off
the water supply to the cistern.
A TYPICAL TOILET CISTERN

Please tell us:


Which overflow is causing the problem (e.g. from the toilet, cold water cistern etc)?



Where does the overflow discharge (e.g. outside)?



Is the overflow running continuously or not?
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Taps

Traditional tap
The tap head (1) might be loose,
perhaps because the retaining screw
(2) is missing.
Sometimes a tap will not turn off
properly, perhaps because of a worn
washer (3).
A tap can also be loose or leaking at the
base (4).

Please tell us:


What appliance is served by the tap (e.g. bath, sink or wash basin)?



What type of tap is it?



What is the problem (e.g. loose tap head, dripping tap etc)?



Do you know where the stop valve is (should you need to turn it off)?
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Toilets
Sometimes a cistern will overflow,
if it does temporary action may be
taken, which is described on page
37.

Handle

There can be a problem with the
cistern, causing it not to fill up. If
you lift the lid you may be able to
see if this is the case.

Water supply pipe
A leak can occur on the flush
pipe or the joint between it and
the pan (the cone joint).

Seat cover
Seat

Cone joint
Soil pipe
Pan

A leak can occur at the soil joint.

A toilet that will not empty when flushed is
possibly blocked in the pan outlet.

Please tell us:


Is the toilet pan cracked or are any of the pipes or joints leaking?



Does the toilet only leak when it is flushed?



If the toilet will not flush, are there any broken parts which you have noticed from looking inside
the cistern?



Has the water supply been turned off?



How did the damage occur?



Do you have a second toilet in your home?
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Water heaters
Lagging Jacket

Cylinder thermostat (1) might be fixed to
the outside of the cylinder.
Immersion rod

2

Where an immersion heater is
fitted there will be a nearby
power switch and perhaps a timer
(2).

It is common for homes to have a hot water
cylinder. Water may be heated by an
immersion rod. However, it is also common
for hot water to be fed to the cylinder from
a boiler, either independent to, or part of a
central heating system.

You may have other types of
heater in your home, such as
a gas fired instantaneous
water heater or combination
boiler.

Please tell us:


What type of heating system do you have and do you know the make and model?



Do you have hot water some of the time or not at all?



Have you any alternative means of heating water in your home?



Do you have any other water supply problems?
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Water services
Gate valves on supply pipes

Hot water tank

It may be necessary to turn off your
main stopcock. You should know
where it is situated and it is wise to
test it twice a year. To do this, first
shut it off and then open it fully.
Then close it slightly by turning it
back off by half a turn.

Usual position of
main stopcock

Some items of equipment may have their own isolation valves (as above gate valve or stopcock), so that
the water supply can be turned off without affecting the rest of the supply. If this is not the case you may
be able to turn the relevant supply pipe off at the gate valves on the pipes coming out of the cold water
storage tank. This will leave you with some services, even though it might only be cold water to the
kitchen tap.

Please tell us:


If you have a leak, do you know where it is? Is it on a supply pipe or a waste pipe and what is the
pipe part of e.g. bath, kitchen sink etc?



How serious is the leak?



If a leak is on a supply pipe, is it the hot or cold one?



Are your electrics affected? If they are switch off the power at the mains as soon as possible.
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Windows

Please tell us
If you have a problem with your windows


Is it the glass that is broken?



Is the window single or double glazed?



Is it clear or frosted glass?



How did the damage occur?



What is the approximate size of the glass?

If it is a problem with the window itself


What type of window is it and what is it made of e.g. wood, metal or PVC-U?



Are there any apparent problems such as visible cracks in the sealant between the frame and the
brickwork, loose or missing putty or are there any stays or fasteners that are broken or missing?



If the window will not close properly has it recently been painted or does it show signs or warping?
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Asbestos
Please be aware that due to the age and build type of some properties, materials containing asbestos may
be present in various locations. It is important to remember that if asbestos is left undisturbed and in
good condition it does not present a risk. You must avoid conducting any activity that could damage or
disturb the fabric of your property. Should any accidental damage occur to an area of your property
containing asbestos it is important that you report this immediately.

The Right to Repair Regulations
In 1994 the Government introduced the Right to Repair Legislation; this gives secure tenants the right to
have repairs undertaken in their own homes within specific timescales.

The scheme covers small urgent jobs which may constitute a threat to health and safety. If the contractor
that has been allocated to do the repair fails to carry out the works within the timescales set, then you
should contact the housing maintenance team, they may then raise an order with another contractor.
Should the second contractor fail to complete the work then you may be entitled to compensation of £10
plus £2 for every day the repair remains outstanding to a maximum of £50. Details of the timescales are
set out on page 42. If the cost of the job exceeds £250 it no longer qualifies as a ‘Right to Repair’.
The landlord may off set any sum owed by the secure tenant against any compensation paid.
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Notices and work schedules
Any notice required to be issued or given by these regulations may be issued or given by post.
All work must be carried out within the following schedule providing that the total cost does not exceed
£250.

Defect

Prescribed period
(in working days)

Total loss of electric power

1

Partial loss of electric power

3

Unsafe power or lighting, socket or electrical fitting

1

Total loss of water supply

1

Partial loss of water supply

3

Total or partial loss of gas supply

1

Blocked flue to open fire or boiler

1

Total or partial loss of space or water heater

1

Blocked or leaking foul drain, soil stack or (where there is no other working toilet

1

in the dwelling house) toilet pan
Toilet not flushing (where there is no other working toilet in the dwelling house)

1

Blocked sink, bath or basin

3

Tap which cannot be turned off

3

Leak from water or heating pipe, tank or cistern

1

Leaking roof

7*

Insecure external window, door or lock

1

Loose or detached banister or hand rail

3

Rotten timber flooring or stair tread

3

Door entry phone not working

7*

Mechanical extractor fan in an internal kitchen or bathroom not working

7*

* East Riding of Yorkshire Council policy is to attend these works within 3 days.
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Permissions
It will be necessary to obtain in writing from the council permissions to carry out the following:

Improvements or external changes


Any alternations to the property exterior and interior.



To erect a fence.



To create a hard standing/drive access.



To erect a garage.



To carry out any conversion.



For any improvement works.



To erect a satellite dish.



To erect a shed, greenhouse, conservatory or pigeon loft.

You may also require building regulations and planning permission, therefore before commencing any work please
check with the planning department and building control.

Permission will also be required in instances relating to your tenancy


To carry out a mutual exchange.



To transfer tenancy to sole name.



To succeed a tenancy.



To run a business from the premises.



To keep an animal or reptile other than a cat and/or dog.



To install a water meter.



It would help, if you are going away for more than 28 days to inform the council, giving details of the key
holder. This is in the unlikely event that the council may need to gain entry to the property in an emergency.

If in any doubt please contact the council first via the housing team on 01482 393939
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Fuel Supplies
We know a number of tenants have changed their supplier of gas or electricity. To enable us to keep our records
up to date we ask if you could contact us on 01482 395833 to advise us of any changes.
We would also appreciate it if you could notify us if you have changed or are going to change to a token meter.
This information is important and will be helpful to us when there is either a repair or change of tenancy. It will
help to improve the cost effectiveness and efficiency of the housing maintenance unit, leaving us more money to
spend on essential repairs and maintenance.

Emissions
Protecting your family from emissions:












Around 30 people die every year in the UK from carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning caused by gas
appliances and flues which have not been properly installed or maintained. Many others suffer ill
health.
When gas does not burn properly, as with other fuels such as coal, wood or oil, excess CO is
produced which is poisonous.
You can’t see CO, taste it or smell it, but it can kill without warning in just a matter of hours.
Symptoms of the effects of CO can include tiredness, drowsiness, headaches, giddiness, nausea,
vomiting, pains in the chest, breathlessness, stomach pains, erratic behaviour and visual problems.
These symptoms can mimic many common ailments and may be easily confused as flu or simple
tiredness.
If you or your family, experience the above symptoms and believe CO may be involved you must
seek urgent medical advice. Your doctor will need to give you a blood or breath test and take a
sample. Be aware... CO quickly leaves the blood, and test can be inaccurate if taken more than four
hours after exposure has ceased.
All gas consumers have appliances checked by East Riding of Yorkshire Council for safety every 12
months. Anyone carrying out work on gas appliances or fittings as part of their business must be
competent and registered with GAS SAFE REGISTERED this is the LAW.
The website: www.hse.gov.uk/gas/domestic/index.htm contains information gas consumers need to
know in order to manage gas appliances/equipment safely and tells you what to do in an emergency.
It also provides advice from landlords and letting agents on how to comply with the law.
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Contacts
Housing repairs
Online: https://www.eastriding.gov.uk/housing/council-tenants/repairs-and-maintenance/
Email: housing.services@eastriding.gov.uk
Telephone: 01482 393939

Housing services—the provision of housing management and a housing advice service
Email: housing.services@eastriding.gov.uk
Telephone: 01482 393939

Benefits section
Online: https://www.eastriding.gov.uk/housing/housing-benefit-and-council-tax-support/
Email: benefits.assessment@eastriding.gov.uk
Telephone: 01482 393939

Rent section
Online: https://www.eastriding.gov.uk/housing/council-tenants/your-tenancy/paying-rent/
Email: rents@eastriding.gov.uk
Telephone: 01482 393939

All other East Riding of Yorkshire Council enquiries
Online: https://www.eastriding.gov.uk
Telephone: 01482 393939
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Other useful numbers
Affordable Warmth / Warm Homes

01482 395990

Bathroom programme

01482 393939

Tenants Participation

01482 393939

Cavity/loft insulation

01482 395990

Communal door replacement

01482 395990

Disabled adaptations

01482 395990

Door programme

01482 393939

Electrical testing

01482 395833

Emergency repairs

01482 393939

External painting

01482 395990

External upgrades

01482 395990

Gas leaks

0800 111999

Gas servicing

01482 395833

Kitchen programme

01482 393939

Re-proofing

01482 395990

Adult services—disabled adaptations

01482 393939

Solid fuel servicing

01482 395833

Window replacement

01482 395990
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East Riding of Yorkshire Council will, on request provide this document in
braille or large print.
If English is not your first language and you would like a translation of this
document, please telephone 01482 393939.
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